ABSTRACT
In this article, I present some retrospective thoughts on the methodological directions and decisions that have influenced my research (and that of my colleagues) on gaming the system over the last eight years, focusing on four dimensions: the power of terminology, conducting more open-ended quantitative studies, discovery with models, and conducting research in the real world. I discuss the directions gaming the system research has taken, and some of the factors driving these directions.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last eight years, research on gaming the system – attempting to succeed in an educational task by systematically taking advantage of properties and regularities in the system used to complete that task, rather than by thinking through the material – has increased greatly in quantity. The phenomenon was first reported by Tait, Hartley, & Anderson (1973), within the context of computer-aided instruction administered by teletype. In the 1990s and early years of the third millennium AD, it was again reported as a phenomenon (Schofield, 1995; Miller, Lehman, & Koedinger, 1999; Aleven & Koedinger, 2000, 2002). In 2004, two articles appeared which coined the term ‘gaming the system’ (Baker, Corbett, Koedinger, & Wagner, 2004; Baker, Corbett, & Koedinger, 2004); these two articles established the construct of gaming the system (as opposed to the specific behaviors composing gaming), established links between gaming and learning (it is worth noting that these links had been previously established by Alevan and Koedinger in 2000 with regard to help abuse, a specific type of gaming behavior), and established that a machine-learned model of gaming behavior could be developed and validated in terms of its predictive power. 2004 also saw the publication of an article by Alevan and colleagues, which advanced a knowledge-engineered model of two gaming behaviors, along with several help-seeking constructs. After this point, interest in gaming the system emerged as a larger-scale topic in research, leading to dozens, if not hundreds, of articles on gaming behavior and closely related constructs. It is not the goal of this brief article to review all of the research on gaming the system, or to provide a complete review of those articles. Instead, I discuss some of the conceptual innovations and directions that our laboratory and colleagues have taken in these years that in my opinion have beneficially influenced the development of gaming the system as a research area.

2. THE POWER OF TERMINOLOGY
One of the major shifts in 2004, as mentioned in the introduction, was the shift from discussing specific behaviors to discussing the more general phenomenon of “gaming the system.” Prior to 2004, specific gaming behaviors were given names such as “hint abuse” (Aleven & Koedinger, 2000), or “standard-goal”/”standard game interaction” (Miller, Lehman, & Koedinger, 1999). Some researchers and practitioners referred to the general phenomenon of gaming as “sleazing,” a term coined by a high-school student, but which has a pejorative quality that prevented it from being widely used in publication. Shifting to the term “gaming the system” facilitated researchers in seeing the broader context of the construct, and its applicability to types of learning systems beyond the intelligent tutoring systems where it was first coined (cf. Cheng & Vassileva, 2006). I would like to be able to take credit for a rich and conceptually powerful term like “gaming the system,” which makes useful connections to similar concepts in other fields (cf. Figlio & Getzler, 2002; Bevan & Hood, 2006). However, I can’t. At the time of my first research on this construct, I decided that a new term was needed but could not think of a good term, so I held a contest. “Gaming the system” was proposed by Desney Tan, currently a Senior Researcher at Microsoft Research. He won the prize (I can’t remember what the prize was anymore); I’ve gone on to use the term he recommended. It seems to have been a useful terminological shift.

3. OPEN-ENDED QUANTITATIVE STUDIES
One piece of advice often given in introductory statistics textbooks is to always design an experiment based on a single hypothesis, tightly designed so that you can learn only one thing: whether the hypothesis is right or wrong. This is common advice. It’s also bad advice – or to be more positive, over-generalized advice. A corollary was given to me by a famous senior colleague at Carnegie Mellon University, as he was quitting my thesis committee, less than 72 hours before my thesis proposal was scheduled\(^1\). He told me that my strategy of finding a phenomenon in the world (in this case gaming the

\(^{1}\) A good reason to have one more member on your thesis committee than the minimum!
system), and then trying to understand what caused that phenomenon, was a mistake. He said that gaming the system is so complex that it no doubt has many causes and many contributing factors — and the evidence since 2004 appears to bear him out! (e.g. Arroyo & Woolf, 2005; Beal et al., 2006; Baker, 2007; Baker, Walonoski, et al., 2008; Baker et al., 2009; Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & Graesser, 2010; Gong et al., 2010; Muldner et al., 2011). Instead, he recommended that a researcher should decide what mechanism he or she wants to prove exists, and design an experiment tailored to prove that they are correct.

The point I’d like to make is that researchers should avoid cleanly defined, unconfounded experimental studies; clearly, this type of study has a place (and arguably needs to occur more often in evaluation of educational programs, a point made in the creation of the Society for Research on Educational Effectiveness). It is also not to say that a researcher with a strong vision about a mechanism’s existence should not attempt to design a study that provides a conclusive example.

But these approaches have limits, and there is also a place for more exploratory research – the kind of research that opens new possibilities and directions. Starting from open questions about what causes a poorly-understood phenomenon and examining which of many possible explanations appears to have potential — this may lead to faster progress than laboriously constructing single-hypothesis experiments when there are a wide range of possible hypotheses. In these cases, it may be better to investigate many hypotheses in a first study, and then conduct a more conclusive experimental study afterwards.

At the same time, we have found it advantageous to use quantitative methodologies even when conducting exploratory research. Qualitative research, for all its interpretive power, is limited to individual cases, and may lead to researchers focusing on intriguing single cases as opposed to patterns that show up across students or situations. My colleagues and I often do quick qualitative exploration prior to more quantitative and larger-scale data collection and/or analysis. Quantitative methodologies, though more frequently discussed for experiments with pre-designed hypotheses, can still be conducted in a valid fashion in open-ended research paradigms. One method for accomplishing this goal is to conduct limited numbers of statistical tests, or using post-hoc corrections or checks of various sorts. This can include the Tukey post-hoc test (Jaccard, Beck, & Wood, 1984), Monte Carlo simulations (Metropolis & Ulam, 1949), and False Discovery Rate corrections (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). Bonferroni tests, by contrast, are extremely conservative and typically indicate that nothing is significant, even when all other methods agree there is something present (Perneger, 1998). Another strategy is to use methods from the data mining literature; validation methods such as cross-validation can establish the degree of generalizability of findings in a clear fashion (Efron & Gong, 1983). It is worth noting that conducting cross-validation at the correct level is essential. Cross-validating at the level of individual actions — ignoring which student made them — can lead to a model only being validated for generalizability to new actions from the original set of students. Student-level cross-validation is more useful, typically, as it establishes generalizability to new students; classroom-level or lesson-level cross-validation can be even stronger evidence, when feasible.

Our use of more open-ended quantitative methods shows up in our first observational study of gaming (Baker, Corbett, Koedinger, & Wagner, 2004), where we studied not just gaming, but also on-task conversation and several forms of off-task behavior. A study designed to test just one hypothesis would not even have included gaming the system; our original goal was to study off-task behavior (a focus that shows up in the title of that first paper – Off-Task Behavior in the Cognitive Tutor Classroom: When Students "Game The System") However, including gaming the system and several other behaviors in our coding scheme was very little additional effort, and turned out to be very productive.

A more extreme example can be seen in our group’s work to determine which factors of an intelligent tutoring system lead to different amounts of gaming the system (Baker et al., 2009). In that study, we annotated 79 potential differences between tutor lessons, using a combination of human labeling and data mining. We then conducted factor analysis, and found a factor that predicted a considerable amount of the variance in gaming. We are currently conducting an experimental study where we systematically re-designed a tutoring system to eliminate tutor features found to be associated with greater gaming. Our hypothesis is that the modified tutor will be gamed less often (and hopefully, that students will correspondingly demonstrate greater learning), without requiring the active and often disruptive types of intervention previously used to address gaming (e.g. Walonoski & Heffernan, 2005; Baker et al., 2006; Arroyo et al., 2007; Roll et al., 2011). This pair of studies forms an example of following an exploratory investigation with a more controlled experiment.

4. DISCOVERY WITH MODELS

One direction which I am convinced has great potential for the future of research in the learning sciences is discovery with models. Discovery with models has been around for a while within work at the intersection between data mining/computing and other scientific fields, but is a considerably newer development in the learning sciences. It is defined in Baker and Yacef (2009) as when “a model of a phenomenon is developed through any process that can be validated in some fashion… and this model is then used as a component in another analysis…”

As an example, the gaming detector for Cognitive Tutors which our laboratory developed (cf. Baker, Corbett, & Koedinger, 2004) and validated (cf. Baker, Corbett, Roll, & Koedinger, 2008) has turned out to be a useful tool for studying many questions using discovery with models:

- Do situational factors or individual differences predict more of the variance in gaming the system? (Baker, 2007; also see Gong et al., 2010; Muldner et al., 2011)
- Why do students game the system? (Baker, Walonoski, et al., 2008; also see Beal et al., 2007)
- Do gaming the system and off-task behavior impact learning in different ways? (Cocea, Hershkovitz, & Baker, 2009)

A title which I have regretted ever since; my colleagues and I abandoned the theoretical lens that gaming is a type of off-task behavior after this single paper, but it has shown up in citations of gaming the system to the present day.
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• Do urban, rural, and suburban students differ in their degree of disengaged behavior? (Baker & Gowda, 2010)
• Does personalization in learning software improve engagement? (Walkington & Maull, 2011)
• Are fast non-gaming actions predictive of robust learning? (Baker, Gowda, & Corbett, 2011)

The studies listed above would have been much more difficult and time-consuming to conduct without an automated and validated detector of gaming the system; the development of this detector has been a very useful tool for speeding and facilitating research in this area.

5. RESEARCH IN THE REAL WORLD

A final point I would like to make is that conducting research in real-world settings, as opposed to in laboratory settings, is a decision that leads to many additional difficulties, in terms of administering and controlling the research, as well as in finding sites and getting approval to conduct the research. However, there are several advantages to conducting research in real-world settings, when studying learning and related phenomena. Simply put, people behave differently when they are taken out of the natural context of a task, and when their motivation for completing the task is artificial (though the second of these limitations can be mitigated by conducting laboratory research on people with genuine motivation for the task – cf. D'Mello, Lehman, & Person, 2010).

To illustrate this, it is worth telling an anecdote. One colleague asked me, several years ago, why it was worth studying gaming the system at all. She explained to me that when she brought students into the lab to use her intelligent tutor, if the student started gaming, she would tell them to stop, and they would. This can be seen as clear (if qualitative) evidence that gaming is different between the lab and the field – during our observations, when a teacher asks a student to stop gaming, the student typically resumes gaming as soon as the teacher walks away. A phenomenon like gaming could be expected to vary considerably in many ways in the lab; it might occur in different circumstances, for different reasons, and for different lengths of time. Hence, it’s questionable what value lab research would have for helping us understand gaming as a phenomenon.

But even in considering phenomena that seem much more general – such as affect – it is not clear that results from laboratory studies can be assumed to be representative of the real world. For example, there have been several lab studies in the USA and classroom studies in the Philippines, showing evidence for “vicious cycles” during affect, where a student becomes bored and stays bored (cf. D’Mello, Taylor, & Graesser, 2007; McQuiggan, Robison, & Lester, 2008; Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & Graesser, 2010). However, recent studies conducted in classrooms in the USA suggest that in these settings, students regulate their boredom with off-task behavior, considerably reducing the incidence of these vicious cycles (cf. Baker, Moore, et al., in press). This finding, if replicated, would suggest that there are considerable challenges to trusting laboratory findings in the real-world, in this domain – and also that there are considerable challenges to generalizing real-world findings on affect across cultures.

6. CONCLUSION

In this article, I have presented some retrospective thoughts on the methodological directions and decisions that have influenced my laboratory’s research on gaming the system over the last eight years, focusing on four dimensions: the power of terminology, conducting open-ended quantitative studies and analyses, discovery with models, and conducting research in the real world. Research on gaming continues to change over time. Several directions currently seem to be emerging: the consideration of gaming the system as one disengaged behavior among many (and correspondingly, the consideration of how gaming differs from other disengaged behaviors), the analysis of the links between gaming and affect, and the integration of gaming the system into broader models of meta-cognition and motivation (a direction present since Alevin et al., 2004), among many directions. I hope that this retrospective is useful to those interested in gaming the system and related areas, and look forward to what the next eight years bring, in terms of research in this area.
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